An easily reproducible, hand-held, single-sided, MRI sensor.
Single-sided MRI sensors allow the imaging of samples that are larger than the magnet. Thus, they enable truly portable imagers with potential applications in medicine, quality assurance (QA), agriculture, material science, and other fields. However, despite recent advancements, single-sided MRI systems are relatively uncommon. This is partially due to the limited number of commercial products. Also, current implementations often require large and/or complex magnet arrays which require machining techniques such as milling or drilling. These techniques must be performed to tight tolerances to ensure accuracy of the B0 field. Furthermore, these systems generally have hand-wound RF or gradient coils that are not trivial to construct. The main goals of this work are to reduce the size of single-sided MRI sensors while simultaneously making them more accessible for others to build. To this end, we present a hand-held, single-sided, MRI sensor that is constructed using an easy-to-assemble magnet array, a 3D-printed housing, and printed circuit boards (PCBs) that contain the RF coil, gradient coils, and matching network. By implementing all coils directly on PCBs, the geometry can be easily optimized and then manufactured at low cost. Both spin density-weighted and T1-weighted images of various samples are presented to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed sensor.